Save Your Energy
for the Game

fore your health

Walk For Better
Scores and
Better Health!
Your doctor tells you that you should
be walking several miles at least three
times a week, because walking is the
best low-impact physical activity that
keeps you in reasonably good physical
condition. You say, “I haven’t got that
much time to walk, I have to play golf.”
Think of it. You tell your spouse, “The
doc says I have to play more golf, as long

as I walk the course instead of ride.” “Of

tion of electric caddies makes walking

course, dear. Nothing is more impor-

the golf course a walk in the park.

tant than your health.” And off you go.
Studies have demonstrated that
walking the course burns about 50%

trolled Golf Caddy ($795 with lead-acid

more calories than riding, lowers

battery, $1195 with lithium battery). My

blood pressure and cholesterol, gets

criteria were ease of operation, weight,

you in much better shape and here’s

price, quality of construction, repair

the most important kicker: IT ACTU-

history, and how well the manufacturer

ALLY LOWERS YOUR HANDICAP! How

stood behind its product. With its head-

can that be? By walking, we become

quarters in Jacksonville, Florida, Bat-

more attuned to the course, think

Caddy (www.batcaddy.com) has been

more clearly about our next shot, relax

building carts for longer than anyone

and refocus after a poor play, and get

else, accompanied by an outstanding

a better overall picture of the green

reputation for quick repairs when rarely

as we approach it from the middle of

needed and excellent responsiveness

the fairway. We maintain a smooth

to any buyers’ questions or concerns.

pace throughout the round, instead

Using the Bat-Caddy, I felt like the

of racing from one shot to the next.

“Caped Crusader” of the golf course,

But you say, “I don’t like to or

as my inner child emerged. I not only

can’t carry my bag or push a cart.

played golf, but got to drive my remote

I get so tired by the end of the

controlled caddy down the fairway like

round that my game falls apart”.

I was playing with a toy. The most fun

Modern technology to the rescue!

was sending the caddy to the next tee

Over the past ten years, electric golf

while I putted, or calling it over after

“caddies” have been developed and

I found my ball in the rough. I had

refined to the point of being like remote

rediscovered the joy of walking the

controlled toy race cars. Streamlined,

course! Peter Hanneforth, President of

looking just like a regular push cart,

Bat-Caddy, sums it up best. “A Bat-

these “caddies” carry your bag for

Caddy will help you save your energy

you all over the course, up hill and

for the game, prevent strain and fatigue,

down dale (not that there are many

fine tune your rhythm of play and feel

of these in Florida). They weigh the

for the course, improve your health

same as a regular pushcart and the

and general fitness, increase fun and

only addition is the battery. With

companionship, preserve tradition,

the advent of more powerful, lon-

course conditions and the environment

ger lasting, smaller and 75% lighter

and ultimately improve your handicap.”

lithium batteries, this new genera28

After much research, I recently
acquired a Bat-Caddy X4R Remote Con-

If only it could putt.
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Walking the course with a Bat-Caddy does not
only increase your energy level and reduce strain
on key body parts, it can also contribute
to your overall general health and
well-being.
6 models to choose from.
White, Silver or Black

“Dealer & Sales Representation” available
www.batcaddy.com - batcaddy@batcaddy.com
(904)371-2650 or 1-888-669-6740

